Just A Kiss Away
Just A Kiss Away-Jill Barnett 1991-09-30 After arriving on a lush
Pacific island, Eulalie Grace LaRue is to be finally reunited with
the absent father she hasn't seen since childhood. Yet before her
long dreamed-of meeting can take place, the lovely but pampered
Southern belle is caught in the crossfire of a violent revolution
and thrown into the rugged arms of American mercenary soldier
Sam Forester. On the run in the jungle, this battle-scarred soldier
of fortune hasn't a clue what to do with the naive blonde in his
care. Survival is his top priority, but he can not resist Lollie's
endearing, helpless, and laughable charm...or deny the growing
attraction between them. Though Sam thrives on chance and risk,
falling in love is the one chance he isn't willing to take. Powerless
against the desire that consumes them both, Lollie surrenders to
his passionate embrace. But when he dismisses her affections,
she is determined to fight for him, to prove that in the steamy
heat of paradise, two hearts can find the love of a lifetime.
Just a kiss away-Jorina G. Reyes 1999
Just a Kiss Away-JoAnna Brandon 1985
Just a Kiss Away-Jill Barnett 1991
Kiss Away Those Cigarettes-Dr. Carol Francis
It's Just a K. I. S. S. Away-Linda Chandler 1993-11
Murder of Law-Lee Stockdale 2007-03-04 Murder. Mayhem.
Greed. Corruption. A morally bankrupt dean. An equally depraved
professor. A black-hearted roommate. They all greet Billy Burns in Murder of Law - when he arrives at Blackstone, America's
number one law school. Billy versus Blackstone. Good versus Evil.
Welcome to law school. "The Socratic method will never be the
same. Idealism against corruption and cynicism in an epic battle
set against the background of first year law school. This is a great
read!" William P. Marshall, Professor, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill School of Law; former Deputy White House
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Counsel "Murder, fraud, and triple-cross, all set against the
background of Blackstone -- a Law School that makes every other
Law School seem like Camelot. Lee Stockdale's first novel is a
thoroughly entertaining concoction of characters and plots that
will keep you reading in the hope that truth and justice will
somehow prevail." Walter B. Huffman, Dean, Texas Tech
University School of Law
Cutting Off A Whale’s Head-K.C. Woodworth 2013-11-19 The
Great Recession doesn’t hit Cree Quinn: it bleeds him dry. His
wildly successful business as an adult novelty items wholesaler
runs aground. His investments in natural gas wells in Texas prove
fruitless. Now that his savings, retirement, and credit cards—even
his son’s college fund!—have been totally tapped out, Cree, the
narrator and protagonist of Cutting Off A Whale’s Head, quickly
realizes his old way of life is in jeopardy. The bank will foreclose
on his house unless he can come up with a colossal sum of money,
and fast! Lucky for Cree, an unlikely way out washes up against
the Golden Gate Bridge: the decomposing carcass of an Orca
whale. Cree knows his scheme is desperate, but, in his mind, he
has no choice but to do whatever it takes to keep a roof above his
family’s head—even if it means breaking the law! Fans of Sam
Lipsyte and Arthur Nersesian will rejoice at Cutting Off A Whale’s
Head for its deft prose style and characterization. All readers will
delight in the humor and insight unique to author K. C.
Woodworth as he takes us, and Cree, on a madcap dash through
San Francisco and half a lifetime of memories along the way.
Just a Kiss Away-David McDonald 2018-09-13 The poems of love
in this collection are dedicated to women, who were a passing
fancy, for a moment in time, that the heart still lingers after,
when they have slipped on by. Love Sometimes is the hardest
thing to do, but even harder when you love someone and they
don't love you, although finding an everlasting love with that
special one could be only just a kiss away.
一吻之间-Jill Barnett 1993 书名原文:Just a kiss away
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The Wolcott Circus-Michael Snarr 2021-07-06 The author didn’t
know what awaited him when he joined a college fraternity in the
fall of 1965. He didn’t know one of his brothers was plotting the
greatest sneak in fraternity history. He didn’t know about the
Mudigas, or Peaches, or the famous party called The Bowery. Or a
thousand other crazy goings-on. Nor did his frat brothers know,
or think, he would ever write about it…
A Spiritual and Ethical Compendium to the Torah and TalmudArthur Segal 2009-02-25 A Spiritual and Ethical Compendium to
the Torah and Talmud dissects the Torah's weekly sections using
the Talmud and other rabbinic texts to show the true Jewish take
on what the Torah is teaching us.
Dark Kiss-Michelle Rowen 2012-05-22 Unable to resist a kiss from
her crush despite her otherwise careful nature, Samantha is
stricken by a bizarre, mysterious hunger and turns for help to
secretive street youth Bishop to stop an encroaching darkness
that threatens to overwhelm her. Original.
Neighbors-Lorraine Davidson 2004-12-01 "God, Jackie...you never
know anything. Get your head out of the sand." Jackie Gennaro's
pretty, precocious best friend, Sloane Bettinger, seems to know a
lot about everything, including Jackie's beloved police officer
father, Mike, her emotionally distant mother, Maria, and their
handsome, popular neighbor, Keith Donovan. All Jackie knows is
that certain subjects are never mentioned in her house, including
Sloane's unconventional mother, Sharon, Jackie's painfully
intense attraction toward Keith, and most especially, the tragic
death of her brother, Chris. Jackie follows the unspoken family
rules and enjoys her happy and sheltered childhood in New York
City during the turbulent 1970s. But as the 1980s begin, Jackie is
touched by unexpected events that will break her heart and
change her life forever.
Carpenter's Moon-T.W.D. Barton 2012-10-01 no book description
Doodlebug-Larry Fangman 2001-07-01 These award winning
plays were written by Wahoo High School students for the Lincoln
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(Nebraska) Community Playhouse's, Enersen Playwriting Contest.
One of the sixteen plays, Kate Decoste's, "Until My Last Breath,"
is about a girl coping with AIDS after one sexual encounter over
summer vacation. Another selection, Amanda Hall and Melissa
Swanson's, "A Gorilla's Way of Wagging Its Tail," is about five
friends visiting a Gypsy. As she predicts the future and reveals
secrets buried in the past, the kids learn that everyone's future
starts with today's decisions. In Ian Richmond's, "The Kids Are All
Right," a group of friends write poems and share them with their
friends in order to deal with their feelings, express their ideas,
and survive family problems. As they try to figure out God and
their place in the world, their friendship and poetry allows them
to believe that, at least for another day, they will be all right! This
book brings together in one place, for the first time, the three
Wahoo High School plays that captured first prize in the Enersen
Playwriting Contest: "Until My Last Breath," by Kate DeCoste,
"The Locket," by Peggy Sharp, and "An Identical Stranger," by
Megan Rezac. As you read this book, you will discover the joy of
young writers finding their "voice" for the first time.
Lily Wyatt-Will Aldis 2010-10-05 In Oxford, Mississippi, three
outcast teenagers seek sanctuary in William Faulkners attic as
they wreak vengeance on the town that has shunned them.
Behind from Where We Came-Gloria Miller 2004-02-01 Since of
the disappearance of her Mafia husband, Marie has lived for ten
years raising her son alone. When she is accused of murder, her
husband 'returns from the dead' to assist in her defense. Marie is
forced back into the world of organized crime. She is torn
between the love she has for her husband and the hate she has
for the nature of his business. Now she must conquer her
mistakes from the past and struggle to save her son from the life
her husband is leading.
The Quiet Sound of Disappearing-Ryan Rayston 2011-04-14
Feather Harrington sits on an airplane with a pound of cocaine
taped to her body. The Quiet Sound of Disappearing by Ryan
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Rayston is a tense, gritty, unorthodox, bizarrely funny,
fictionalized story of one woman’s descent into drugs and dealing,
her arrest, and her daring struggle to find her way back. This
engrossing account of the hedonistic drug culture of the early
eighties provides humorous and searing testimony to the literal
trials and tribulations of that time. She bottoms out in a pivotal
moment that leads her to try—and fail—rehab. After getting sober
on her own, Feather is arrested and indicted as a co-conspirator
in a large DC drug scandal. Shockingly brave and honest, this
gorgeously written, stream of consciousness novel gets at the
gritty heart of what it is like to battle a disease and carry a
shameful secret. The Quiet Sound of Disappearing is an emotional
rollercoaster about love, loss, need, and managing to survive the
unsurvivable.
City Of Sisterly And Brotherly Loves-Marc Stein 2004-08-01 Marc
Stein's City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves is refreshing for at
least two reasons: it centers on a city that is not generally
associated with a vibrant gay and lesbian culture, and it shows
that a community was forming long before the Stonewall
rebellion. In this lively and well received book, Marc Stein brings
to life the neighborhood bars and clubs where people gathered
and the political issues that rallied the community. He reminds us
that Philadelphians were leaders in the national gay and lesbian
movement and, in doing so, suggests that New York and San
Francisco have for too long obscured the contributions of other
cities to gay culture.
In the Fascist Bathroom-Greil Marcus 1999 Was punk just
another moment in music history? Marcus delves into the afterlife of punk as a richer phenomenon--a form of artistic and social
rebellion that continually erupts into popular culture. In more
than 70 short pieces, he traces the uncompromising strands of
punk from Johnny Rotten to Elvis Costello, Sonic Youth, even
Bruce Springsteen.
Catalog of Copyright Entries- 1943
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Chameleon on Plaid-Tristan Kerjunel 2016-12-30 Part sex
comedy, part historical what-if, Chameleon on Plaid is a racy
joyride through the diverse neighbourhoods of Toronto in the late
1980s. It follows a group of bohemian young white men and
women in their twenties from various social backgrounds as they
take what the city has to offer and attempt to come to grips with
their differing roles in an increasingly multicultural and
multiracial city. With their lives part intimate play and part
exploration of identity, when one among them declares his
intention to assassinate a member of the British royal family in
the name of Celtic nationalism, the inner group must decide just
where its loyalties lie- to the law as it stands or to their friend.
With sly and sometimes wild humour, Chameleon on Plaid takes
the assassination plot to old-town Quebec City and back to
Toronto in a rich tapestry of language and ideas that pulls the
reader from one placid scene into chaos the next and through an
aftermath which unfolds in often unexpected ways. Kerjunel’s
narrative is both global and local, pulling the reader between the
complexities of love and lust, and where we may fit into history or
just opt out and create our own. Sometimes in life and in love,
realities entwine and sometimes they collide- sometimes they are
subject to softsell or hardnosed negotiation and sometimes not so
much or not at all.
Sea Star Level Three (Sociology and Economics)-Maya Kourani
2006-05-03 Sea Star is a three-level series for teaching English in
advanced classes. Its focus on oral and written communication, its
blend of readability and academic approach, and its balance of
theory and useful strategies make Sea Star a flexible teaching
tool. Sea Star offers most up-to-date material in the form of
challenging and debatable topics, aiming at developing language
skills, raising awareness to global issues, and building peaceloving attitudes, all in a pleasant, constructive atmosphere of
exchanging views for common understanding of the difficulties
facing humanity. Sea Star is surely a stepping stone in teaching
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English within a global context that embraces and celebrates
diversity.
The End-Laura Barcella 2019-08-01 People have been making
predictions about how and when the world is going to end for
ages. The End is a fun pop culture read about the top 50 movies,
books, songs, and artworks—from the movie Shaun of the Dead to
the song It's the End of the World as We Know It—about the
apocalypse. Each item includes: - A synopsis of the apocalyptic
work - Information about the apocalyptic theory behind it (from
alien invasion to meteors, nuclear war, and natural disasters) - An
explanation about why this work is important in pop culture Love
doomsday talk and the art made about it? Check out this fun and
entertaining read!
Just a Kiss Away-Jacqueline Marten 1995 Finding a new life
among the Pennsylvania Amish, orphan Katie Coffee is forced to
choose between a simple life with the man she loves and the
beckoning temptations of the outside world. Original.
From My Life Comes This Poetry: New and Collected Works
2006-2013-Steven Bernard Helmicki Muscato
Tea of Ulaanbaatar-Christopher R. Howard 2011-01-04 National
Magazine Award finalist Christopher Howard's debut novel, Tea
of Ulaanbaatar, tells the story of disaffected Peace Corps
volunteer Warren, who flees life in late-capitalist America to find
himself stationed in the post-Soviet industrial hell of urban
Mongolia. As the American presence crumbles, Warren seeks
escape in tsus, the mysterious "blood tea" that may be the final
revenge of the defeated Khans—or that may be only a powerful
hallucinogen operating on an uneasy mind—as a phantasmagoria
of violence slowly envelops him. With prose that combines
Benjamin Kunkel's satiric bite, William Burroughs’s dark
historical reimagining, and a lush literary beauty all his own,
Christopher Howard in Tea of Ulaanbaatar unfolds a story of
expatriate angst, the dark side of globalization, and middle-class
nightmares—and announces himself as one of the most inventive
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and ambitious of the new generation of American novelists.
Catalog of Copyright Entries-Library of Congress. Copyright
Office 1968
Just a Kiss Away-Natalie Bishop 1986 Heir to the Cantrell family
fortune after her husband and young son were killed, Callie fled
to Martinique to escape from her late husband's scheming
relatives. There she hoped to find the peace she needed to pull
her life back together. Gavin Rutledge--dangerous, aggressive and
devastating--was in search of his own scheming relatives: his
brother's blackmailing widow and her son. And he was convinced
Callie was involved. But Callie couldn't walk away from Gavin
even after she proved her innocence, and soon she found that
danger--like passion--could be just a kiss away ...
Manila Demon-Thomas Maul 2012-02-27 Manila Demon is a
horror novel that is guaranteed to shock, intrigue and fascinate
readers of all macabre tastes. Drawing from time spent in the
Philippines, Maul spins a credible tale that draws from popular
legends of haunting in Manila and folklore from the provinces
involving Aswang. All variety of horror fans will find pleasure
here, from fans of traditional creepy and suspenseful ghost tales
to lovers of grotesque torture industrial-styled horror. After
leading character, Tim Randolph, goes to Manila to meet the sexy
girl of his dreams, Lily, he finds out, too late, that Lily has some
dark secrets. These secrets catapult Tim on a journey through
Manila that involves questions of love, death and sanity. The
novel draws from first-hand research into the geography,
customs, politics, culture and folklore of the Philippines. Manila
Demon portrays both sides of Manila in riveting detail, the beauty
of the landscape and kindness of the people contrasted with the
corruption, murder, madness and mayhem that percolates just
beneath the surface. From local Manila fixtures of cockfights,
Aswang, Balete Drive, shabu, Ozone Disco, Burgos Street, North
Cemetery and the Film Center to international phenomenon like
Stockholm syndrome, expat safety, identity crisis and demonic
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possession, horror fans around the world will find passionate
spills, thrills and chills here. Like Manila Demon on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/manilademon
The Essential Mae Brussell-Mae Brussell 2014-09-15 "Mae's work
may be more relevant now than in her heyday. Like those of many
other freedom fighters throughout history, the ghost of Mae
Brussell will never rest till justice is served."—Tim Cahill "The
main Brussell thesis, if I dare risk commit the sin of summary on
her complex work, was that an ex-Nazi scientist-Old Boy OSS
clique in the CIA using Mafia hit men changed the course of
American history by bumping off one and all, high and low, who
became an irritant to them."—Warren Hinkle, San Francisco
Examiner columnist The Essential Mae Brussell is a compilation
of chilling essays and radio transcripts by the seminal American
anti-fascist researcher, famously supported by John Lennon and
Yoko Ono. Mae Brussell was a married housewife with five
children living in southern California before she took up the study
of fascism in America. After the Kennedy assassination, she
purchased the twenty-six-volume Warren Commission Report, and
compiled, for herself, evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was, as
he maintained after his arrest, a "patsy." She had a regular radio
broadcast on KLRB, an independent FM radio station in Carmel,
California. She also published articles in Paul Krassner's the
Realist, Hustler, People's Almanac, and the Berkeley Barb. In
1983, Mae's hour-long program shifted to KAZU-FM in Pacific
Grove, California, and she remained on the air weekly until her
final broadcast in June 1988. On October 3, 1988, at sixty-six,
Brussell died of cancer.
Mommy Under Cover-Delores Fossen 2010-12-27 ASSIGNMENT:
BABY Agent Tessa Abbot: This take-no-prisoners, tough-as-nails
operative of a top secret U.S. security agency was prepared for
anything…except a surprise pregnancy. Agent Riley McDade: His
sexy yet deadly smile had seen him through dangerous missions
around the world…except the one that mattered most—and cost
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him his heart. Mission: Posing as man and wife, apprehend Dr.
Barton Fletcher, aka the Baby Maker. He has killed before and
won't hesitate to do so again—see memo on Agent McDade's past
broken heart. Avoid complications at all costs—such as an
unexpected pregnancy or falling in love with your partner.
Fifty Years of English Studies in Spain (1952-2002)-Asociación
Española de Estudios Anglo-Americanos. Congreso 2003
The Handyman's Reality-Nick Poff 2007-04-01 Meet Dana
Roberts, a strong, determined, independent young lady who's had
many hard choices to make in her life. From childhood to single
parenthood, each choice led her down an unfamiliar path. Meet
Edward Myles, an unusual young man who defies every
stereotypical mold and opinion heaped unjustly upon his race and
gender. He's every mother's prayer of a son; every little girl's
Prince Charming; a father's hope for the future; a brother's best
friend; an opponent's worst nightmare. Choices' is a riveting,
spine tingling work of art guaranteed to capture the reader's
attention from start to finish. Witness the sweetest, saddest love
story of its kind.
Paint the Dragon-James N. Gabor 2011-09-02 Early Twenty-First
Century Shanghai China all the world is watching, as fate would
have it some things are as they were in the late 1800s, , but with
a modern twist. US Marshals, International Business Deals, a
staging for the Coming New World Order in one of the Orients
Busiest Sea Ports, , , add in time to enjoy a fine Shanghai-nighters
hot spot Lisa Sannder a young 20-something cocky attorney from
the Mid-West USA, is on the ride of her life, complete with a
college dont wanna grow-up life style, , , 'cept for now shes
making Big-Bucks, laying her life on the line Enter best friend
Susan Wilamsen, , , on an unplanned venture with Lisa into the
unknown on the far side of our planet Susan a green corporate
attorney haven one goal in mind; live the life of excitement with
travel being her drive, , , but all is pushed to the limit when a new
opportunity emerges from Lisas hire Nothing is as it seems and
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all involved including you the reader are drawn into this off-thewall creation where your senses are kinda assaulted by a quirky
cast of world travelers, , , as well as local inhabitants. Lisa and
Susan grew-up as kids in Wisconsin with a grade school pact
decide'n to make an adventurous life style their goal, , , now the
rest is as they say H I S T O R Y . . . So come along let a whim' be
your guide and maybe, just maybe, you might enjoy a little
entertainment, , , learn a tad about the Chinese and maybe even
pick up on a wee bit of French. . . Or Latin No Time To Loose'' Ah
Yes and Good Ole Rock n'' Roll
Scarlett-Haley Milne 2011-12-15 Scarlett Hera never imagined
anything would upset her perfect lifestyle in Beverly Hills,
California. But when her and her mother are in a horrific car
accident and she is forced to move to a small town in
Montana...everything changes. A crazy girl who seems happy all
the time is trying to become her friend. A bad boy who is
constantly flirting with her won't leave her alone, no matter how
much she begs him. Her two older brothers get into nothing but
trouble all of a sudden. And then there is her aunt who claims she
can see the future. She thought she was in Hell. But nothing is
quite as it seems in this small town. Scarlett quickly learns that
what she always thought was of storybook fantasies and
nightmares, actually might be running this town! She is thrown
into a world of psychics, vampires, werewolves and even Angels
and realizes she could be much closer to them than she thinks.
A Moment on the Lips-Jennifer Faye 2015-10-12 Welcome to
Autumn Fest…sweet treats, entertaining company, and a tender
romance. Piper Noble feels like she’s going places. Her business,
the Poppin’ Fresh Bakery, is a culinary success story. Next on her
to-do list is expanding the bakery into the vacant shop next
door…and starting a new diet, like her mom keeps nagging her
to. But when Joe Montoya steps into her life, her grand plans
grind to a sudden halt. Joe’s taken a big risk returning to Whistle
Stop. But with his disastrous marriage over, it’s time for a fresh
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start, including opening a coffee shop…and coming to terms with
his troubled past. Though his neighbor Piper looks like she’ll be a
big distraction in getting Fill-It-Up Joe off the ground—with her
honeyed smile, curvy goodness, and her unflagging determination
to grab his storefront. However, when Piper and Joe are elected
as co-chairs of a fundraising committee to help the town’s
revitalization project, the hostilities must cease. Joe’s not sure
about spending time with a woman who, one moment, reminds
him of all the good things he’s been missing, and the next minute
drives him up a wall with her stubbornness. Meanwhile, Piper’s
looking for the way to this gorgeous but grouchy guy’s
heart—maybe serving him one of her fresh-from-the-oven pastries
could be just the right start…
Tide of Souls-Simon Bestwick 2009-07-15 IT’S NOT JUST THE
WATERS RISING... Flash floods devastate Britain. But the terror
is just starting, as an army of the living dead emerge from the
waters to hunt down the survivors. For Katja, after a year held
captive by a brutal vice ring, it’s a constant fight to stay alive, but
also a chance to win her freedom. McTarn, an ex-soldier haunted
by his past, is press-ganged into a mission to retrieve a scientist
from an isolated village. When floods cut them off, he has to fight
both the walking dead and his own demons to protect his men.
Stiles is the man they sent McTarn to fetch. Although apparently
insane, he may be McTarn and Katja’s only chance to halt the
legions of the dead closing in on their refuge in the bleak
Lancashire hills. And if they fail, death will be the least they have
to suffer…
The Best of Tomes of the Dead, Volume 2-Simon Bestwick
2011-08-18 BEWARE THE MARCH OF THE UNDEAD! The
masters of flesh-munchingly, gut-wrenchingly, eyeball-poppingly
great zombie fiction bring you three more of the best stand-alone
books from their critically-acclaimed Tomes of the Dead line.
TIDE OF SOULS: When flash-floods devastate Britain and an
army of the undead rise from the waves, three broken people –
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escaped sex-slave Katja, burned-out soldier McTarn, and crippled
biologist Styles – may hold the key to survival for the scattered
few remaining. HUNGRY HEARTS: Rookie policeman Rick
Nutman must fight through the bloody chaos of Leeds to get to
his wife Sally. Daryl has always dreamed of being a serial killer,
and Sally will be his first victim. Now Rick flees into the
countryside with his undead wife, as Daryl seeks to be the only
serial killer in history to kill the same woman twice. Can love
overcome death? WAY OF THE BAREFOOT ZOMBIE: What do
you want? Wealth? Power? Influence? The Way of the Barefoot
Zombie can get it for you! On the private island of St. Ignatius,
Caribbean business guru Doc Papa guides your steps as you learn
to harness the hunger and soulless drive of the noble zombie,
even walking among the creatures themselves. What can go
wrong?
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[Book] Just A Kiss Away
Yeah, reviewing a books just a kiss away could increase your close
friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful.
As understood, achievement does not suggest that you have wonderful
points.
Comprehending as competently as concord even more than extra will
give each success. next to, the proclamation as well as sharpness of this
just a kiss away can be taken as capably as picked to act.
Related with Just A Kiss Away:
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